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Abstract
Type-I and type-II edge-localized-modes (ELMs) heat flux profiles measured at the DIII-D
divertor feature a peak in the vicinity of the strike-point and a plateau in the scrape-off-layer
(SOL), which extends to the first wall. The plateau is present in attached and detached divertors
and it is found to originate with plasma bursts upstream in the SOL. The integrated ELM heat
flux is distributed at ∼65% in the peak and ∼35% in this plateau. The parallel loss model,
currently used at ITER to predict power loads to the walls, is benchmarked using these results in
the primary and secondary divertors with unprecedented constraints using experimental input
data for ELM size, radial velocity, energy, electron temperature and density, heat flux footprints
and number of filaments. The model can reproduce the experimental near-SOL peak within
∼20%, but cannot match the SOL plateau. Employing a two-component approach for the ELM
radial velocity, as guided by intermittent data, the full radial heat flux profile can be well
matched. The ELM-averaged radial velocity at the separatrix, which explains profile widening,
increases from ∼0.2 km s−1 in attached to ∼0.8 km s−1 in detached scenarios, as the ELM
filaments’ path becomes electrically disconnected from the sheath at the target. The results
presented here indicate filaments fragmentation as a possible mechanism for ELM transport to
the far-SOL and provide evidence on the beneficial role of detachment to mitigate ELM flux in
the divertor far-SOL. However, these findings imply that wall regions far from the strike points
in future machines should be designed to withstand significant heat flux, even for small-ELM
regimes.
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1. Introduction

Edge-localized-modes, or ELMs, are periodic plasma instabil-
ities observed in high-confinement mode (H-mode) plasmas
where particles and energy (up to ∼20% of the plasma stored
energy [1, 2]) are released from the pedestal region into the
scrape-off-layer (SOL) in the form of field-aligned plasma
structures [3, 4]. ELMs provide density and impurity pump-
out, preventing accumulation in the core [5], but lead to high
transient power loads that can compromise the lifetime of the
plasma-facing-components (PFC). Unmitigated type-I ELMs
energy loads in ITER [6] are expected to exceed the melting
threshold of the Tungsten (W) divertor PFC by a factor ~2 or
more [7] and, therefore, are to be avoided.

ELM heat load mitigation strategies are currently being
investigated and include, among others, (i) high-frequency
low-energy ELMs [8] (ii) operating in quasi-double-null
(QDN) [9] configuration to spread the exhausted power over a
larger area compared to a single-null (SN), (iii) plasma detach-
ment, where plasma pressure drops along open magnetic field
lines from the outer midplane (OMP) to the target [10, 11], and
(iv) suppression or mitigation of ELMs with resonant mag-
netic perturbations [12].

The parallel-loss-model (PLM) [13] is a fluid code that
evaluates the time-averaged ELM power flux density by cal-
culating particle and energy loss from an ELM filament due
to parallel transport in the SOL. The PLM has been first
benchmarked [14] with experimental measurements of type-I
ELMs ion energy in the far-SOL in JET [15] and has then been
used to predict ELM-induced power flux scenarios in ITER
i.e. ELM power loads to the upper part of the vessel and to the
first wall [16, 17] and to the front-end structures of the ICRH
antennas, located at the OMP [18].

In this work, we advance the benchmarking of the PLM
model by constraining all the inputs by high spatial and tem-
poral resolution measurements for the first time and then com-
pare the PLM-generated heat flux profiles to experimental
ones under a variety of conditions. We investigate type-I and
type-II (also referred to small type-I) ELMs for various diver-
tor scenarios, together with type-I ELMs to a secondary diver-
tor in QDN configuration. To discriminate between type-I and
type-II ELM regimes, we adopt the definition provided by
Snyder et al [8], which states that type-II ELMs occur at high
pedestal collisionality where the current does not reach the
peeling-balooning limit in the stability diagram but the pure
ballooning limit instead, leading to a fast crash-recovery cycle
where less energy is released into the SOL compared to type-I
ELMs.

Furthermore, we experimentally investigate properties
and propagation for ELM filaments in the SOL in these
scenarios.

2. Experimental set-up

2.1. Diagnostics

Intra- and inter-ELM heat flux profiles to the outer divertor
have been measured using an infra-red thermography dia-
gnostic (IRTV, yellow in figure 1) [19], with a spatial resol-
ution of 1.9 mm/pixel and a time resolution of 12 kHz. The
view of the camera is towards the lower outer divertor and the
code THEODORE [20] is used to convert surface temperatures
to heat flux using temperature-dependent parameters, with an
alpha value consistent with measurements made for graphite
PFC (DIII-D walls).

A fast reciprocating probe (FRP) [21], located in the vicin-
ity of the OMP, scans the edge plasma (black in figure 1), and
is used here to measure SOL profiles of ion saturation current
Isat and floating potentials (V f) [22]. Probe signals are digitized
at 2 MHz, hence fast enough to resolve ELM fine structures.
Surface Langmuir probes (LP, floor probes in figure 1) have
been employed to measure intra- and inter-ELM plasma flux
to the lower outer target.

A fast visible imaging system (FASTCAM in figure 1) [23],
with a 2 mm/pixel spatial resolution measures photon flux
frommolecular DeuteriumD2

∗
(610 nmwith 10 nm passband)

from the lower divertor, and the integration times in this work
vary from 0.12 to 0.5 ms. A monostatic frequency-modulated
profile reflectometer [24] (orange in figure 1) measures elec-
tron density profiles during the ELMs, from which radial velo-
cities can be extracted. Thomson Scattering measurements
[25] (not shown) have been employed to extract divertor and
pedestal ne and Te.

2.2. Discharge characteristics

DIII-D ELMy H-mode discharges are used, and in figure 2 are
shown the time traces for two cases i.e. low-frequency large
type-I (left) and high frequency small type-II (right) ELM
scenarios. ELM and divertor characteristics are reported in
table 1.

The magnetic configurations are mainly lower-SN (LSN)
except the for the upper-SN (USN) and QDN, used to study
the secondary divertor [26].

When an ELM occurs, D-alpha and IRTV signals peak
(figure 2, blue and red) while the plasma stored energy,WTOT

(figure 2, orange), drops by∆WELM i.e. the energy carried by
the ELM, which is a key input parameter for the PLM.

The pedestal electron collisionality [27], ν
∗
e (4th column in

table 1), can influence the ELM characteristics [28, 29], where
an increase in ν

∗
e is associated with (i) an increase in the ELM

frequency (5th column in table 1) (ii) a decrease in the normal-
ized ELM energy (7th column in table 1) and (iii) a decrease in
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Figure 1. Diagnostics used in this work: fast camera (green), IRTV (yellow), mid-plane reciprocating probe and surface floor probes (black)
and reflectometer (orange). Two representative magnetic configurations, upper-single-null (USN) and lower-single-null (LSN) are shown
(blue and red, respectively).

Figure 2. Time traces of D–α emission from the lower outer divertor (blue), IRTV peak heat flux at the outer strike-point (red) and plasma
stored energy (orange) for two of the discharges used in this work.

Table 1. Divertor and ELM characteristics for the shots used in this work. Note that Te, target values in column 8 is inter-ELM.

Shot #
ELM
type

Magnetic
configuration ν∗

e

f ELM
(Hz)

WELM

(kJ)
∆WELM/
WTOT (%)

DTS Te,target

(eV)
Divertor
condition

161 493 I LSN 1.5 20 53 9.5 28 Attached
176 346 I LSN 2.5 35 43 6.5 10 High-recycling
174 262 I LSN 3.1 60 35 5 3–5 Partially detached
174 160 II LSN 5.2 135 15 2.5 0.8–1.5 Detached
135 929
135 930
135 932

I USN/QDN 1 35 70 9 32 Attached
(secondary
divertor)
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Table 2. Main steady-state plasma parameters for the shots used in this study.

Shot# <ne>/nGW Pinj (MW) Prad, tot (MW) PSEP (MW)

161 493 0.48 2.6 0.9 2.25
176 346 0.61 2.6 1.6 2.5
174 262 0.7 4.5 2.8 4
174 160 0.78 4.9 3.6 3.5
135 929 135 930 135 932 0.43 3.5 — —

the inter-ELM electron temperature at the target, Te,target (8th
column in table 1). ν

∗
e is also often connected with divertor

conditions [30].
In this work we study ELMs power flux to the divertor

for attached, high-recycling, partially detached and detached
divertors (9th column in table 1). For a detailed description of
these regimes, the reader is referred to the reviews carried out
by Leonard [10] and Krasheninnikov et al [31]. The degree
of detachment, described in [32] and often used to quantify
plasma detachment, is∼1.8 for the partially detached case and
∼3.5 for the detached one.

The main steady-state plasma parameters for the shots
adopted in this work are listed in table 2, where <ne>/nGW
is the Greenwald fraction, Pinj the injected power, Prad,tot the
total (plasma core, SOL and divertor) radiated power and PSEP

the power crossing the separatrix. Note that the radiated power
from the core is not available for shots 135929-32.

3. Parallel loss model and experimental inputs

In the PLM, the energy loss rate of an ELM filament
(
dWfil
dt

)
is computed with a fluid transport code [13] which solves the
conservation equations of energy and mass, averaged over an
ELM filament, i.e.:

(
∂
∂t +

1
τn

)
n= Sn(

∂
∂t +

1
τε,i

)
εi +

εi−εe
τ eq
ie

= Si(
∂
∂t +

1
τε,e

)
εe − εi−εe

τ eq
ie

= Se,

(1)

where n and ε are the average particle and energy densities
of the filament. The removal times τn, τε,i and τε,e govern the
parallel losses, and ion and electron temperatures are coupled
via the electron-ion equilibration time τ eqie .

The model is implemented with a modified sheath limited
regime, where the parallel Mach number M = 1 is imposed
and the sheath heat transmission coefficients for ions and elec-
trons, γi and γe, evolve according to parallel dynamics of heat
diffusivity and collisionality (further details can be found in
section 5 of [13]). However, dissipative mechanisms at the
divertor, typical for detached scenarios, such as plasma radi-
ation and plasma interaction with neutrals, are not included in
the code.

The ELM filament energy loss is converted to an equivalent
parallel heat flux density via the equation:

q||,fil
(
∆rOMP

sep ,z, t
)
=−1

2
dWfil

dt
1

2πσrσz
e
− (∆rOMP

sep −tvr)
2

2σ2
r e

−∆z2

2σ2
z

(2)

where vr is the filament radial velocity, while σr and σz are
the filament half-width of a Gaussian profile structure in r and
z coordinates, and have been obtained from beam emission
spectroscopy measurements, previously published [33], and
FRP measurements via the relation σr = vr,ELM_fil∆tELM_fil; in
this study, σr and σz vary between 0.25–0.75 cm and 1–2 cm,
respectively. These measurements are also consistent with pre-
vious simulations [34] showing σr being roughly the pedestal
half-width.

In the PLM, filaments are assumed to originate at the OMP
and to travel in the radial direction with parallel losses and
without poloidal spreading or fragmentation. The averaged fil-
ament energy is given by:

E∥,fil
(
∆rOMP

sep

)
=

ˆ
qOMP
∥,fil

(
∆rOMP

sep

)
dt (3)

which allows for the calculation of the time-averaged ELM
heat flux profile at the OMP, assuming toroidal symmetry and
accounting for the ELM frequency, as:

qOMP
∥,ELM

(
∆rOMP

sep

)
=
E∥,fil

(
∆rOMP

sep

)
fELMσznfil

πROMP

(
Bθ

Bϕ

) (4)

where E∥,fil
(
∆rOMP

sep

)
is the filament-averaged energy in each

radial location, fELM is the ELM frequency (table 1), nfil is the
ELMnumber of filaments (which will be discussed later in this
Section), Bθ and Bϕ the poloidal and toroidal magnetic field,
respectively.

The time-averaged perpendicular ELM power flux density
to the divertor PFC, accounting for magnetic flux expansion,
is then calculated as:

q⊥,DIV =
ROMP

RDIV
qOMP
∥,ELM

(
∆rOMP

SEP

)
sinα (5)

where ROMP and RDIV are the radial positions at the OMP and
divertor target, respectively, and α is the total angle between
the incident magnetic field lines and the target surface, typic-
ally around 2–3 degrees.
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Figure 3. (a) Electron density and (b) electron temperature profiles
for a representative shot adopted in this study (#135932) (c) Lconn at
the OMP from SMITER and EFIT-IDL (#135932, EFIT01,
t = 2180).

The inputs needed by the PLM are constrained by using
experimental measurements and numerical tools as follows,
i.e.:

(i) Initial Te and ne of the filaments at the OMP, which are
extracted from TS measurements of the pedestal profiles
(a representative case is shown in figures 3(a) and (b)). To
address the filament’s origin in the pedestal, we carried out
a sensitivity study which will be shown later in the paper.
In the model, quasi-neutrality is assumed i.e. ne = ni, and
the main ion temperature, T i

D+, is set∼1.5∗Te, in accord-
ance with measurements in ASDEX-Upgrade [35], DIII-D
[36] and JET [37].

(ii) The connection lengths, Lconn, i.e. the distance along the
field lines between the OMP and the outer target, have
been obtained by IDL codes from EFIT reconstructions
[38] and also benchmarked with the 3D field line tracing
code SMITER [39], showing agreement within ∼5% for
all cases examined (an example is reported in figure 3(c)).

(iii) The ELM energy, ∆WELM, is obtained by conditional
averaging the ELM-driven drop in the diamagnetic loop
signal of the plasma stored energy (orange in figure 2) over
∼30 ELMs. In this work, considering type-I and type-II
ELMs,∆WELM values are between 15 kJ and 70 kJ.

(iv) The radial velocity of the filament, vr in equation (2), is
measured at the OMP and allows modeling of the radial
evolution of the filament. ELM vr profiles are extracted
from FRPmeasurements via the relation vr =

Eθ×B
B2 , where

Eθ is derived from V f measurements at two poloidally-
separated tips as Eθ =−Vf,2−Vf,1

d , where d is the distance
between the two tips. Figure 4(a) shows the FRP-measured
ELM radial velocity (red), together with the probe’s move-
ment (black) and D–α emitted from the lower outer diver-
tor (blue). For standard PLM runs, vr input to the code
has been obtained by averaging the FRP E×B measure-
ment over the whole ELM, using D–α as reference, and
the resulting peak velocities for several ELMs in the SOL
have been fitted with an exponential of the form vr =

vr,peake
−( R−RMID

λv ). However, ion saturation current signals,
indicated by Isat in figure 4(b) for a single ELM event,
reveal several small peaks with radial velocities in the
range between 0.2 km s−1 to∼2 km s−1 (red in figure 4(b))
i.e. varying by a factor ∼10. To evaluate the velocity of
such small structures, vr is smoothed using a low-pass fil-
ter that preserves the features of the structures’ time scale,
as observed in the Isat signal (figure 4(c)). This temporal
feature will be accounted for, and it will be discussed later
in the paper where we account for two velocity compon-
ents in the simulations.
Reflectometry can also be used tomeasure ELMpeak vr by
tracking the evolution in the density profile with time [24]
and yielding a velocity vs time trace. Here, we have used
reflectometry measurements only for the type-I attached
case, where FRP data were not available.

(v) The number of filaments, nfil in equation (4), has been
estimated by the code ELITE [40], which evaluates the
stability of the pedestal region for intermediate to high
toroidal mode number instabilities (n ∼ 5–35). The out-
put for the attached LSN type-I ELM case is shown in
figure 5, showing a toroidal mode n = 10 right before
the ELM crash. Here, we assume the toroidal modes n to
evolve as ELM filaments, nfil (note that toroidal averaging
is assumed in the PLM). For the scenarios studied in this
work, nfil ranges between 6 and 25.

4. Experimental results

The PLM and its inputs have been described in section 3, while
in this section experimental measurements and analysis are
presented on type-I and type-II ELM heat flux deposition to
the floor and filaments’ propagation in the SOL for various
divertor conditions.

4.1. Type-I ELM heat flux profiles in attached divertor

A typical IRTV ELM peak heat flux as a function of time is
shown in figure 6(a) for a well-attached divertor condition,
where each point is the maximum extracted from a profile
that extends in radius over the lower outer divertor (inset in
figure 6(a)).

Time-averaged ELM heat flux profiles, which will be com-
pared to PLM outputs in section 5, have been obtained by con-
ditional averaging IRTV data over ∼30 ELMs, as shown in in
figure 6(b) for the case of type-I ELMs on attached divertor

5
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Figure 4. (a) FRP signals measured for shot #174160, showing the probe penetration (black), the ExB velocity, which allows to obtain the
radial velocity of the ELMs from the peaks (red), and D–α emission from the lower outer divertor, measured with filterscopes (blue).
(b) FRP measurements of Isat (black), vr (red) and D-alpha from the lower outer divertor (purple) for a single ELM. (c) FRP measurement of
Isat (black), raw vr data (blue) and smoothed vr (red) of a single ELM filament.

Figure 5. Pedestal stability diagram generated from ELITE for shot #161493, showing the toroidal mode number n = 10.
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Figure 6. (a) Normalized perpendicular peak heat flux VS time for a typical ELM with a well attached divertor (#161493), measured at the
lower outer divertor. The two black dotted lines indicate the time window used to average in time and the inset shows a representative
instantaneous heat flux radial profile for a specific time. (b) Conditionally averaged heat flux (red) over ∼30 ELMs (black). The inset shows
the divertor region where the IRTV measurements are taken at the floor (dark red) and the upper baffle (blue). (c) Time evolution for a
typical type-I ELM VS radius in attached divertor. The averaged profile, in red, shows a plateau in the far-SOL. (d) Radiance vs time before
and during a typical ELM of the ones examined in this shot; note that, for this case, the view of the fast camera is up to radius ∼1.62 m and
that the time integration is 0.5 ms, yet enough to detect bursts in the far-SOL.

(#161493). The ELM time window ends when the normalized
peak heat flux vs time decreases by 2 e-folding times of the
maximum (black dotted lines in figure 6(a) mark our defin-
ition of the beginning and the end of a typical ELM). Note
that the conditionally-averaged profile, in red in figure 6(b),
shows a plateau in the far-SOL, before decreasing further
once the field lines encounter the flux line connected to the
baffle in the upper vessel (blue in figure 6(b)). The time evol-
ution of a typical type-I ELM profile at DIII-D is shown
in figure 6(c), featuring the plateau in the averaged profile
(red) and bursts (or flashes) during the ELM duration that
extend radially over the whole outer divertor. Such features
are similar to the ones observed in both primary and second-
ary attached divertors for type-I, type-II and grassy ELMs [41].
Reflection effects may be a concern for IRTV measurements;
however, this effect is expected to be strongly reduced in car-
bon wall machines compared to metal wall ones [42], due to
the the low emissivity of e.g. W (ε ∼ 0.2–0.3) compared to
graphite (ε ∼ 0.8–0.9). Possible reflection effects have been
accounted for in this work by subtracting to the IRTV pro-
files the heat flux measured in the PFR and far-SOL during
inter-ELM.

The FASTCAM radiance profile time evolution is shown
in figure 6(d), where burts in the divertor SOL can be

observed and they extend throughout the whole view of the
camera. D2

∗
can be used as a proxy for the particle flux, as

discussed in [43]. The errors, indicated with vertical lines in
figure 6(d), are the standard deviation of the radial radiance
profiles averaged toroidally over ∼1◦ and are consistent with
Poisson statistical analysis of error propagation. The mag-
nitude of the errors is not significant when compared to the
bursts, which excludes those features to be artifacts of the
measurement.

Figures 6(c) and (d) showmeasurements for the sameELM.
Note that FASTCAMview and IRTV in DIII-D are in different
toroidal locations.

ELM bursts in the far-SOL, first reported in ASDEX-
Upgrade [44], were characterized by heat flux magnitude∼15
times lower compared to that at the peak near the SP, and were
interpreted as ELM filaments moving coherently along open
magnetic field lines and depositing power via parallel trans-
port. Here, however, we observe bursts depositing heat flux
into the far-SOL region of the divertor that are comparable,
or larger, than that at near the SP. This is in line with IRTV
measurements of type-I ELMs taken at JET and reported in
[45–47], which were interpreted as ‘strike point jumps’ due to
the effect of the ELM current on the magnetic topology of the
separatrix.

7
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4.2. Type-I ELM heat flux footprints in partially detached
divertor

The heat flux footprint for type-I ELMs in partially
detached divertor conditions is shown in figure 7(a), for a
representative ELM, where a significant fraction (∼30%)
of the time-averaged heat flux (in red) reaches the far-SOL
i.e. from Ψn from ∼1.03 (radius ∼ 1.51 m) and outside. ELM
plasma reaching that region is confirmed by measurements
of ion saturation current (Isat) from an array of floor LP cov-
ering the outer divertor shelf up to radius =1.66 m, shown
in figure 7(b). Note that, during the inter-ELM period, Isat
is significant (∼0.4 A) only at the probe at Ψn = 1.03 i.e.
radius ∼ 1.49 m.

Here, bursts in the far-SOL are not observed with IRTV,
in contrast with the attached case shown in figure 6(b).
However, measurements of D2

∗
radiance viewing vertically

down from the top of the vessel into the lower divertor
(figure 7(c)) reveal distinct flashes in the early phase of
the ELM, followed by a homogeneous emission through-
out the volume above the target, suggesting that bursts dis-
sipate before reaching the floor. A possible explanation
might be related to plasma-neutrals interaction, with the fil-
aments that thin out via charge-exchange, ionization, ion-
conversion and recombination, resulting in a∼uniform power
deposition pattern, as expected from a dissipative diver-
tor. Dedicated simulations with e.g. SOLPS [48] would be
needed to underline the relative importance of such volumetric
mechanisms.

4.3. Type-II ELM heat flux footprints in detached divertor

The power deposition during type-II ELMs to a detached
divertor, which is expected to differ significantly from an
attached case, is evaluated. Figure 8(a) shows the temporal
heat flux evolution of a representative type-II ELM, where
it can be noted that (i) the instantaneous peak heat flux at
dt = 0.56 ms (in purple) is ∼3 times that of the inter-
ELM period (in yellow) (ii) the inter-ELM profile does
not decay to zero up to radius ∼1.64 m (Ψn ∼ 1.07)
and (iii) the ELM-averaged profile (red in figure 8(a))
shows a plateau in the divertor far-SOL throughout the
region from Ψn = 1.02 (radius ∼ 1.55 m) to Ψn = 1.1
(radius ∼ 1.70 m).

It has been previously shown [41] that the heat flux foot-
print of attached type-II ELMs display bursts in the far-
SOL with values higher than that at the SP; however, those
bursts are not measured at the target surface in detached
scenarios (figure 8(a)). Figure 8(b) shows a FASTCAM 2D
frame (dtELM = 0.2 ms), where distinct structures extend-
ing over the SOL can be seen, while figure 8(c) reports the
FASTCAM radiance profile evolution during the ELM and
shows bursts that last ∼0.6 ms. These experimental observa-
tions, which are in line with what we observe for type-I ELMs
in partially detached conditions (section 4.2), provide sup-
port to the beneficial role of partially detached and detached
regimes for ELM heat flux mitigation in regions of the divertor

Figure 7. (a) Heat flux profile evolution of a type-I ELM in partially
detached divertor (#174262). Profiles are taken every 0.08 ms (in
color) and the time-averaged profile is indicated in red. (b) Isat
measurements by floor Langmuir probes in the lower outer divertor.
The inset shows the location of the probes. (c) Radial profile of
D2

∗emission for the same ELM, measured with the fast camera.
Profiles are taken every 0.12 ms, with the inter-ELM one indicated
with a dashed black line, and the errors are indicated with vertical
lines every ten points in the profiles.

far from the strike-point. However, the near-SOL divertor
heat flux increase during the ELM indicates that plasma
burns through the detachment layer [49] also in the case of
small ELMs.
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Figure 8. (a) Single type-II ELM heat flux profile evolution in
detached divertor (#174160). Profiles are taken every 0.08 ms (in
color), and the time-averaged profile is indicated in red. (b) Fast
camera 2D frame (top view, D2

∗ filter) taken during the ELM at
dtELM = 0.2 ms. The region from which the radial profiles are
extracted is indicated in green. (c) Time evolution of the ELM
radiance from the divertor.

4.4. Radial velocity of ELM filaments for various divertor
conditions

The ELM radial velocity is an important parameter that influ-
ences the divertor heat flux profile widening and the fraction
of ELM power that reaches the first wall. Furthermore, the fil-
aments’ vr is an important input parameter for the PLM, as
shown in equation (2).

Measurements on ELM radial velocities in the literature
have shown values ranging from ∼0.07 km s−1 in K-STAR
[50] to 2–3 km s−1 in ASDEX-Upgrade [51], NSTX [52]

and MAST [53], and intermediate values (0.2–0.7 km s−1)
observed in JET [15] and DIII-D [33]. The velocity profiles
input to the model and examined in this work, shown in
figure 9(a), are obtained by fitting the peak radial velocities of
the ELMs (typically 2–3 ELMs per case, as shown in red for
the partially detached case), measured through the SOL with
FRP, with an exponential function, as discussed in section 3,
except for the attached case (in black) which is measured with
reflectometry and whose decay length is extracted from a sens-
itivity study that will be discussed in section 5.1.

Note that for the type-II ELM case we fit the velocities of
∼15 ELMs, being those high frequency hence allowing the
probe to measure a higher number of ELMs in a single recip-
rocation.

The ELM peak radial velocities in figure 9(a) range
from ∼0.2 km s−1 up to to ∼0.8 km s−1 in attached and
detached conditions, respectively, consistent with previous
DIII-D measurements [32]. The radial velocity decay length,
λv, varies from ∼25–30 cm for attached, high-recycling and
partially detached scenarios to ∼16 cm for the detached one.
Such a difference might be related to the effect of neutral
distribution, which leaks from the divertor and can vary sig-
nificantly during detachment. This has been qualitatively veri-
fied by comparing the same filterscope D-alpha signal at the
OMP (not shown), which go from 1.6× 1012 ph cm−2 sr−1 s−1

in the attached case to ∼3.2 × 1013 ph cm−2 sr−1 s−1 in the
detached one.

It has been theoretically [54] and experimentally shown
[55] that the E×B-driven radial evolution of filaments (or
blobs) is connected with the collisionality in the divertor. Here,
we have explored those findings in the context of ELM fila-
ments for the discharges used in this work. The peak filaments
radial velocity at the separatrix (R–Rmid = 0 cm), reported in
figure 9(b), increases as the ELMfilaments path becomes elec-
trically disconnected from the sheath at the target as the nor-
malized collisionality in the divertor, ΛDIV, increases. ΛDIV is
calculated as in [56]:

ΛDIV = 1.7× 10−14 neLconn
T2e

(6)

where Te (eV) and ne (cm−3) are measured with DTS at∼8 cm
from the floor, corresponding toΨn ∼ 1.015, and Lconn (cm) is
the connection length from the DTS location of the measure-
ment to the floor. Note that these shots have a similar shape.

The data presented in figure 9(b) are consistent with the
theory of convective transport in the SOL by intermittent
filaments [57, 58] i.e. magnetic field gradient leads to charge
separation inside the filament, resulting into E×B-driven
cross-field radial motion. ELM filaments are therefore expec-
ted to travel in radius at higher velocity in detached conditions
because they cannot discharge to the target fast enough due
to high collisionality (and resistivity) in the divertor. A more
expanded work, which will evaluate ELM filaments radial
velocity in both OMP and divertor simultaneously, together
with the interplay between upstream SOL vs divertor SOL
conditions, is currently ongoing and will be published in a
future paper.
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Figure 9. (a) Fitted ELM radial velocity profiles vs R–Rmid for the cases examined in this work, with three ELMs from the partially
detached case shown for reference and (b) peak ELM radial velocities measured at the separatrix VS normalized collisionality in the
divertor ΛDIV, with the same color code.

5. PLM simulations of ELMs and comparison with
experiments

Having discussed the various experimental measurements and
how the inputs to the PLM are constrained, in this section
we proceed to compare PLM simulations with time-averaged
type-I and type-II ELM heat flux measurements at the floor for
various divertor scenarios.

5.1. PLM simulations of type-I ELM heat flux to the primary
divertor

We first evaluate the PLM sensitivity to: (i) ELM filaments
radial velocity decay length λv (figure 10(a)) and (ii) fila-
ments’ location of origin in the pedestal (figure 10(b)) by run-
ning the model and scanning the relevant parameter while
leaving the others constant. The peak radial velocity for these
ELMs, 0.191 km s−1 i.e. equal to the value measured at the
separatrix in well attached conditions as shown in figure 9, has
been obtained from reflectometry measurements. The scanned
radial velocity decay length, λv, is scanned between 0.03
and 0.32 m in five steps. The resulting radial velocity pro-
files corresponding to the selected decay lengths are shown in
figure 10(a) and used as input to separate PLM cases. Initial
filaments’ ne and Te (measured by TS) are also input into the
PLM cases for three separate locations in the pedestal as taken
from the same attached divertor discharge, and plotted vs ρ in
figure 10(b).

The PLM simulation results are then compared with the
actual IRTV profile measured in the discharge, as shown in
figures 10(c)–(e). This comparison reveals that the peak power
flux is not quite sensitive to the input values of Te and ne, while
the width of the profile is influenced by λv. The PLM runs that
match the experimental profile is best characterized by initial
Te, ne from the mid-top pedestal, in figures 10(d) and (e), with
λv = 0.32–0.22 m. We will therefore use the values of Te and
ne taken between the mid and top pedestal as input to the code
from here on. The profile peak could be matched well, within
5%, if the ∆WELM input to the PLM would be increased by

∼5 kJ, i.e. ∼10% more than what the diamagnetic loops data
indicate for these ELMs.

The PLM-IRTV heat flux profile comparisons for attached,
high-recycling and partially detached divertor regimes, fea-
tured in figures 11(a)–(c), show that the model reproduces the
experimental near-SOL peak heat flux value, within ∼20%,
which is an important parameter for divertor design and engin-
eering, but does not reproduce the plateau. The radial velo-
city profiles input to the model are shown in figure 9(a) of
section 4.4. Note that PLM predictions under-estimate the full
power load to the divertor, but that it mostly does so in the far-
SOL, where the divertor is designed for lower heat loads. The
error bars, shown in each plot, are the averaged RMS values.

5.2. ELM plasma transport to the far-SOL and composite
PLM modeling

There are multiple theoretical explanations for the bursty ELM
filamentary characteristics, which might lead to the experi-
mental observations made here.

Simulations of ITER-like ELMs (∆WELM ∼ 4 MJ,
ν

∗
e ∼ 0.08) with the code JOREK have shown [34] that the

origin of the far-SOL heat flux footprint can be related to
changes in the magnetic topology of the plasma edge, where
the field perturbation driven by the ELM causes an ergodiza-
tion of the core edge magnetic field, forming so-called homo-
clinic tangles. The magnetic field lines inside the tangles start
in the core and are connected to the target, forming multiple
peaks in the divertor heat flux radial profile and spirals in the
toroidal direction.

On the other hand, modeling with BOUT [28] and
BOUT++ [59] shows that the formation of filaments is asso-
ciated with the convective motion of the ballooning modes
across the separatrix. These filaments burst explosively dur-
ing the non-linear phase of the ELM [60] and propagate rap-
idly in radius, carrying particles and energy across the LCFS
which are then lost via parallel transport. In the SOL, fila-
ments develop dipolar (equal and opposite in both poloidal
directions) vorticity and electrostatic potential fields, leading
to flute-like instabilities [61] that result in the formation of a

10
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Figure 10. (a) Virtual ELM radial velocity profiles at the outer midplane used as input for PLM modeling. (b) Electron temperature and
density profiles measured by TS in the main SOL showing three different pedestal origins for the filaments i.e. top (red), mid (green) and
low (brown) pedestal. (c)–(e) PLM-IRTV comparison with various radial velocities and low, mid and top pedestal values of ne, Te as initial
parameters.

Figure 11. (a)–(c) IRTV-PLM comparison with single PLM runs carried out for attached, high-recycling and partially detached discharges.
The PLM reproduces the peak, within ∼20%, but fails to match the plateau.

steep front and a trailing wake [17]. This mechanism [56] can
cause the filaments to break into smaller ones (so-called fila-
ment fragmentation), resulting in structures characterized by
varying radial velocities that can carry a significant fraction of
the ELM energy to the far-SOL.

Experimental data from various machines have shown that
ELMs are composed of discrete structures [15, 33, 62–64] that
vary in dimension and radial velocity. The concept of small
filaments moving quickly in radius is supported by analytical
theory of filaments (or blobs) radial transport in the SOL [56],

which shows that the normalized velocity, v̂r, scales inversely
with the normalized filament radius â i.e. v̂r ∝ 1/â2.

Although it is not clear yet whether such structures res-
ult from fragmentation of larger filaments, we have explored
such possibility by carrying out two separate PLM runs per
each ELM case, dividing the ELM into a ‘slow’ and a ‘fast’
radial velocity component and then adding up the two res-
ulting profiles in order to attempt to better match the heat
flux profile in the far SOL. The fast component for these
PLM runs has vr between 1.5 km s−1 and 2.5 km s−1, which
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Figure 12. (a)–(c) IRTV-PLM comparison with two separate PLM runs, indicated as Slow and Fast (orange and pink, respectively); the sum
of the two runs (brown), reproduces the experimental profile averaged over the ELM cycle for 30 ELMs during each divertor condition
within 15%.

is consistent with our measurements, (see the example in
figure 4(c)) and the ELM energy, ∆WELM, is split among
the two runs according to the ratio of the radially-integrated
divertor IRTV power deposition in far- and near-SOL i.e.´
q⊥,FAR−SOLdr/

´
q⊥,NEAR−SOLdr which is evaluated to be

∼35% and ∼65%, respectively.
The number of filaments, which constitutes a free para-

meter for the fast ELM component, is set to be three times the
slow component one. The fast filaments’ dimensions are∼3–5
times smaller than in the standard PLM run, and are extracted
from the fine structures of fast filaments measured with the
FRP.

The resulting PLM profiles, indicated with a dashed brown
line in figures 12(a)–(c), reproduce the experimental peak heat
flux, within ∼20% and the plateau. The radially-integrated
power of the simulated profiles is above 80% of the experi-
mental ELM-time averaged one. Note that the simulated pro-
files are temporally and toroidally averaged and, therefore,
single filaments or fragments leading to instantaneous heat
flux bursts in the far-SOL (as shown in the experimental data
in figure 6(c)) cannot be modeled.

The two-component analysis shown here is in line with the
theory of filaments fragmentation due to interchange instabil-
ities, where filamentary structures originating at the mid or top
of the pedestal break into smaller ones when they move radi-
ally into the SOL [65].

5.3. PLM simulations on type-II ELMs to a detached primary
divertor

The conditionally-averaged IRTV type-II ELM profile is
compared with the standard (or single run) PLM output in
figure 13 (left). The inputs for this small ELMs case, which
are obtained with the methods described in section 3, are
∆WELM = 15 kJ, nfil = 25, ne and Te of 3.5 × 1019 m−3 and
188 eV, respectively.

Although the peak value of the simulated profile is
somewhat close to the experimental one, the profiles dis-
agree significantly in both near- and far-SOL. This discrepancy
might be due to (i) ELM heat flux dissipated into the far-SOL

divertor region via plasma-neutrals interaction (ii) molecular
lines affecting themeasurement [66], (iii) the fact that the PLM
uses a modified sheath-limited regime which is not suited for
detached divertors and (iv) the fact that the B×∇B drift dir-
ection is upwards, which leads to E×B drifts in the divertor
that might affect the shape of the heat flux profile [67]. Note
that for all the other shots in this study, B×∇B direction is
towards the lower divertor.

By using a two-component input to the PLM, shown in
figure 13 (right, brown dashed line), the far-SOL plateau and
the peak value in the near-SOL can be matched, but not the
shape of the profile. In this case, the ratio of the radial integral´
q⊥,FAR−SOLdr/

´
q⊥,NEAR−SOLdr is∼1, and∆WELM input to

the PLM is split among the slow and fast run accordingly i.e.
7.5 kJ each.

5.4. PLM simulations of type-I ELMs to an attached
secondary divertor

Finally, the PLM model is benchmarked with IRTV data of
attached type-I ELMs at the secondary outer divertor in unbal-
anced QDN (or ‘weak’ USN) configurations. Details on the
design of this experiment can be found in [68]. In short, shots
have∼identical plasma parameters but dRsep (i.e. the distance
between primary and secondary separatrix measured at the
OMP) is varied from +5.5 mm to +15 mm, as shown in
figure 14(a). Figure 14(b) shows the magnetic configuration
of a representative shot, with the IRTV view (secondary outer
divertor) and the location of the secondary XPT. For these
discharges, IRTV measurements are integrated over 200 µs
(note that previous IRTV data presented in this paper have
integration time of 80 µs), which, combined with the uncer-
tainty in dRsep at DIII-D (∼2–3 mm) causes the profiles to
have an irregular shape in the vicinity of the separatrix.

In the simulations, filaments initial density and temperature
are set to Te = 350 eV and ne = 3 × 1019 m−3 as measured at
the top of the pedestal while the number of filaments, provided
by ELITE runs, is set to 6 and ∆WELM = 70 kJ. For this
experiment, FRP measurements in the near-SOL are not avail-
able so we input the same radial velocity profile obtained with
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Figure 13. (Left) IRTV-PLM comparison for type-II ELM in detached divertor. The profiles shapes differ significantly in both near- and
far-SOL but the peak heat flux is reproduced (right) IRTV-PLM comparison with the two-components approach. Note that error bars are
shown only in the left plot.

Figure 14. (a) Time traces of line-averaged density, total plasma power, plasma stored energy and dRsep. (b) EFIT reconstruction of one of
the shots (#135932) with highlighted IRTV view and the secondary X-point. (c) IRTV-PLM comparison with single radial velocity
component; heat flux peaks match within ∼20% but the plateau is not reproduced. (d) IRTV-PLM comparison with modified inputs
employing a two component radial velocity showing significant improvement in the match to experimental data.

the sensitivity study for the attached type-I ELM case presen-
ted in section 5.1 (velocity at the separatrix of 0.191 km s−1

obtained with reflectometry and with decay length in the SOL
λv = 0.3 m).

The comparison between the experimental data and single
PLM runs, in figure 14(c), shows significant discrepancy
between the profiles and the model does not reproduce the

plateau; however, the PLM peak heat flux decreases with
increasing dRsep, with values that are within ∼20% of the
experimental ones.

Simulations with two PLM runs for slow and fast fila-
ments have been carried out in this scenarios, and the ELM
energy sharing between the slow and fast component has
been obtained by the ratio of the radially integrated near- and
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far-SOL heat flux profile, as described in section 5.2, and
found to be 37% and 63% for the fast and slow component,
respectively. The radial velocities for the fast component are
the same used in the attached LSN case i.e. 2.5 km s−1. Results
(figure 14(d)) reproduce the plateau and the radial integral
of the simulated profiles, calculated outside the separatrix, is
above 80% of the measured ones.

6. Discussion

ELM bursts are measured in the far-SOL region of the divertor
and at several cm from the separatrix at the OMP, leading to a
plateau that extends to the first wall in the time-averaged ELM
heat flux profiles. In the case of attached divertor and type-I
ELMs, these bursts are characterized by instantaneous peak
heat fluxes comparable, or higher, to that in the vicinity of the
strike point. Such ELMplasma transport to the far-SOL occurs
for both type-I and small type-II ELMs, posing a concern for
any future machine if those parts of the internal wall are not
designed to withstand significant flux (note that the first and
upper wall in ITER will have a power handling capability of
∼1/3 of that at the main divertor [7]).

Plasma operations in ITER and other machines will likely
be carried out in detached or partially detached divertor con-
ditions, which, as shown by the experimental results presen-
ted in this work, provide a beneficial role in ‘buffering’ these
far-SOL bursts before they reach the divertor target. This is
observed in both type-I and small ELMing scenarios, the lat-
ter likely being the only acceptable ELMs in future devices.

ELM filaments are found to travel faster in detached con-
ditions, where collisionality in the divertor increases, which
is in line with the theory of filamentary plasma transport in
the SOL. The ratio of the radially integrated near-SOL and
far-SOL divertor heat flux in the case of type-II ELMs in
a detached divertor is ∼1, which is significantly lower than
that for attached type-I ELMs i.e. ∼1.8. The implications of
this are that (i) faster radial transport of filaments in detached
divertor leads to power being deposited over a wider sur-
face compared to attached divertor but (ii) larger power loads
to the first wall are to be expected when operating in such
regime.

The results obtained by modeling the ELM filaments evol-
ution with a two-component approach with the PLM support
a concept where filaments undergo fragmentation, producing
structures that vary in size and radial velocity, a part of which
can reach the far-SOL and the first wall. This approach is jus-
tified by measurements and reproduces the experimental heat
flux profiles, and should be further tested in other machines
with different ELM size and divertor regimes.

7. Conclusions

The results presented in this paper can be summarized as fol-
lows:

• The conditionally-averaged heat flux profiles for type-I and
type-II ELMs show a peak in the near SOL, which accounts

for 60%–70% of the total deposited energy to the target,
and a plateau in the far-SOL accounting for the remaining
∼30%–40%.

• The plateau extends >20 cm in the SOL along the diver-
tor (Ψn ∼ 1.2), which corresponds to R–RSEP,MID ∼ 8 cm,
implying significant flux to the first wall in future devices if
the LCFS-first wall gap at the midplane is not sufficiently
large.

• ELM heat flux bursts in the far-SOL are measured with
IRTV and fast camera; however, IRTV measurements do
not show the bursts in partially detached and detached diver-
tors, suggesting dissipative mechanisms within the far-SOL
divertor region.

• ELMsmove radially faster in the near-separatrix in detached
scenarios, consistent with high collisionality in the divertor,
in line with the theory of filamentary plasma transport in the
SOL [54].

• Within each ELM, discrete filamentary structures are
observed and vary in radial velocity intermittently from
∼0.2 to ∼2.5 km s−1.

• For the first time, the PLMmodel is tested with experiment-
ally determined inputs such as the ELM radial velocity, Te

and ne at the pedestal, ELM energy and filaments’ size.
• The experimental ELM heat flux peak can be matched
within∼20%with the PLM for attached, high-recycling and
partially detached conditions. However, the model does not
reproduce the plateau in the far SOL.

• The full ELM heat flux profiles can be reproduced by the
model, within∼80%, by combining two separate PLM runs,
one with slow and another with fast filaments.

• The PLM does not reproduce the heat flux profile for type-
II ELMs in detached divertor conditions. PLM simulations
with a two-component approach reproduce the peak heat
flux and the plateau, but not the full divertor profile.

Further dedicated studies with non-linear codes e.g.
BOUT++ [69] and JOREK [70] are needed to address the
ELM filaments transport to the divertor far-SOL that causes
heat flux bursts and the plateau in the time-averaged ELM
profiles.

Further experiments on the interaction between ELM fil-
aments radial velocity and divertor conditions are desirable,
given its effect on the ELM heat flux footprint at the divertor
and first wall power deposition.
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